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Launching LogPoint 6.12: Speeding up
incident response with more contextual
awareness

With LogPoint 6.12, it is now possible to categorize alerts and incidents to a
single common taxonomy like the MITRE ATT&CK framework

COPENHAGEN – October 5, 2021 – LogPoint, the global cybersecurity
innovator, has launched version 6.12 of its SIEM solution. In the new release,
security analysts can categorize alerts and incidents to a single taxonomy like
the Mitre ATT&CK framework. LogPoint 6.12 also enables role-based access
to specific search and report templates.

https://www.logpoint.com/en/


Security analysts often face an overwhelming number of incidents, making it
difficult to know what to prioritize for investigation. Introducing the MITRE
ATT&CK framework in LogPoint 6.12 allows security analysts to react to and
resolve threats quickly by knowing instantly which type of threat it is. To give
the best possible overview for security analysts, classifying alert rules allows
filtering all alert rules based on either log sources, attack category, or attack
tag.

Collaborating and sharing knowledge across functions is crucial in security
operations. In LogPoint 6.12, security analysts can share search and report
templates as references to the same item to ensure that updates are applied
to all users using the template. Role-based access to templates increases
efficiency because it eliminates the need to create duplicates every time you
make changes in your content.

In addition to providing an overview and minimizing the time to identify what
type of alert or incident needs to be addressed, categorization helps analysts
respond. Incident categorization ensures that third parties or their tools can
use this downstream to resolve the incident. The result is that with this
update, you are enabling orchestration with automated tools like SOAR.

To learn more about LogPoint 6.12, check our blog post and watch the short
video with Nils Krumrey to get the release rundown.

About Logpoint
Logpoint is the creator of a reliable, innovative cybersecurity operations
platform — empowering organizations worldwide to thrive in a world of
evolving threats. By combining sophisticated technology and a profound
understanding of customer challenges, LogPoint bolsters security teams’
capabilities while helping them combat current and future threats. Logpoint
offers SIEM, UEBA, SOAR and BCS technologies converged into a complete
platform that efficiently detects threats, minimizes false positives,
autonomously prioritizes risks, responds to incidents, and much more.
Headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, with offices around the world,
Logpoint is a multinational, multicultural, and inclusive company. For more
information, visit http://www.logpoint.com
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